Word Workout

WORDS TO KNOW
amazement loosened midst mysterious
patchwork responsibility sores

I Did Give me a sentence for each word, telling me something you do or have done.

SPELLING WORDS
clams mints props parents
couches glasses hobbies engines
caves babies ranches patches
mistakes mosses armies arches
dresses berries arrows enemies

Watch Your S's and ES's I’ll give you the singular form of each spelling word. Then you spell the plural.

Dear Family Member:

This week we are reading a Native American legend called Mystic Horse. It tells about a boy and his grandmother who live in a Pawnee community. The grandmother and boy are poor and have to walk whenever the Pawnee move. First, the boy finds a sickly horse. Then he decides to take care of it. If I pay attention to the order in which things happen next, I’ll understand the story better.

This Week’s Skills

Comprehension: sequence
Vocabulary: homophones
Spelling/Phonics: plurals

Name ___________________________________________
From Here to There

Each of the situations below has a beginning and an end. Let’s make up a middle and tell each story in sequence to get from the beginning to the end of each situation.

Googleen is a walking computer who is friends with Onlina, another walking computer. Googleen leaves his console and ends up quite far away at the site of Onlina’s home site. How did he get there?

A skateboard with wings travels many miles to the ocean where he meets his friend the surfboard. How did he get there?

Linda is making a cake. She ended up with a 20 layer cake.